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PRODUCT OVERVIEW
Welcome to ProDOC, eDOC Innovations’ workflow management system that automates the capture of an institution’s
documents. ProDOC is eDOC Innovations’ solution to capture, scan, create and save documents that are then stored
in the DocLogic database. ProDOC is intended for teller-line or point-of-sale applications and includes features that
automatically extract index data from captured files and allows data entered to be added to the document image. Using
an electronic signature pad, customer signatures can be applied to the document and the document can be printed using
either the original file from a processing system or the image generated within ProDOC.
ProDOC Receipts is an integrated document capture solution. It works as a stand-alone module or can
be packaged with ProDOC Forms.
ProDOC Forms, also available as a stand-alone module, allows for the design and capture of institutionspecific fillable and signable forms.
ProDOC Packages creates institution-specific virtual file cabinets and verifies that all documents within
the workflow are fully present and compliant prior to completion. ProDOC Forms is a prerequisite for
ProDOC Packages.
eDOCSignature mDTM® sends documents electronically for remote signature, making the electronic
paperless documentation process faster and easier. eDOC Signature requires ProDOC Forms and ProDOC
Packages.

MAIN MENU
When signed into ProDOC, this
icon appears in the lower right-hand corner system tray where the time and date
appear. See page 40 if using active directory for active directory integration and activation.
Right-click the ProDOC icon to access the ProDOC main menu. The pop-up menu displays ProDOC’s function abilities.
All of these options may not be available when a user signs in as these options are dependent on the purchased modules
and the individual user permissions. If any option is not visual (grayed out), the user does not have the privileges for that
function.
If using eDOCSignature with ProDOC, you will not have two extra submenu options, Send Document for Signing, and
Document Signing Status. If using eDOCSIgnature with ProDOC, see section Initiating eDOCSIgnature, page, 50, and
Accessing Returned Signed and Completed Documents page 54. See the complete eDOCSignature Remote Signing
Manual in the ProDOC section in our Client Center.

Last technical update 08/21/20
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SETUP
The eight Setup tabs (General, Folders, Capture, Receipts, Receipts Index, Forms, Cameras, Verify) are where the
administrator customizes the application for their institution. Right click on the ProDOC icon in the systems tray and select
Setup from the pop-up menu.

General Tab
End users that do not have setup permissions will see only the General tab with Display Options. The General tab is
where users configure the receipt and form printers that documents will physically print to.

Printers
The printing function allows a user to save settings for multiple printers. Clicking on the Receipts and/or Forms Printer
ellipsis button will display the dropdown where a user can choose any printer that is installed on their computer.
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Use Stored Settings When Printing, if checked,
uses previously saved settings for printing.
Show Printer Setup Dialog When Printing
displays the Print Setup window upon printing.

Clicking Custom Print opens the Custom Print
Commands window. (The Custom Print button
toggles to Standard Print when clicked.)
Printer contains the name identifier that will show
up in the selection menu at login.
Command contains the path to the file that
performs a print function for the institution. This print
function will be performed on the current working
file.
To bring up the custom print menu at login, a parameter (ChooseCustomPrinterAtLogin=1) must be added to the ProDoc.
ini file. To locate the ProDoc.ini file, first look in the folder where the executable is located (ProDOC.exe). If it is not there,
look in the private directory. To locate the private directory, open the RDI.ini file where the executable is located (ProDOC.
exe) and look for PrivateDir=. Whatever follows = is the path to the private directory. From the private directory open
ProDoc.ini and add the following to the [Setup] section ChooseCustomPrinterAtLogin=1.

Display Options
Display Options are set up by an administrator but also allow the user to make modifications to the display size and font
of the documents. Users should refer to the administrator before changing any of these settings.
Initial Image Magnification controls the display
size of a captured form. The recommended setting
is Fit Width to allow the user to view more of the
form. To change this option, click the downdrop and
select width.
Screen Font is used for text files (usually receipts)
that are converted to an image. The default and
recommended font is Lucida Console 8pt Regular.
To change the Screen Font, click the ellipses to
the right. For documents with columns, a nonproportional font such as Courier New or Lucida
Console should be used. The Document also will be
saved with theses settings.
Show All Forms, when checked, allows all users to select any form regardless of what is included in their Effective
Permissions.
Selecting any of the Show... Buttons will display the button and allow its functionality when an item is processed. If any of
the Show... Buttons are not checked, these options will not be available for use.
Last technical update 08/21/20
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Signature Pad
Use Signature Pad Connected To
specifies the serial port to which the
signature pad is connected. Checking
the Always Connected check box
allows the program to control that COM
port (recommended). For USB or HSB
pads, use COM1.

Configure Package Types
Configure Package Types is an
interface that makes changes to
packages. Click on Configure Package
Types to open the ProDOC Package
Configuration window with three tabs:
General, Package Type and eSign.
General Tab
Retailer in the General Tab will be set
up by eDOC Innovations. eSign, on the
right, is where users can change the
default settings for esign access codes.
Package Type Tab
The Package Type tab is where
administrators can change and set up
Package Forms, Fields and Naming
Rules. Select the Package Type from
the dropdown. To make changes to auto
loans, select it and the Package Type
will flood in all available data and forms
associated with that Package Type.
If an optional form is a required form,
highlight the form and click on the arrow
to move it over to the available forms.
From here, highlight the field and click
on the arrow to move it over to the
required forms. Click on Save to save
these changes.
Package Fields can be changed and
added by highlighting the field and
clicking the right or left arrow as desired.
The Store in Flex Table section (most
likely) will be set to either Loans or Flex.
For most clients there will be only one
option. Each Package Type must have
one option selected in the Flex Table.
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The Package Type tab is where
packages can be setup and modified.
Click the dropdown and chose the
package to be edited or click the
Add button to add a new Package
type. This will open the Create New
Package Type window.
To delete a package, select the
package to be deleted then click the
Delete button.

Package Naming Rules
To change the Package Naming Rule,
click the ellipsis button to the right in
the ProDOC Package Configuration
window. This will open the Package
Naming Rule.
Add Package Fields to the Selected
Elements to identify the package in
Package Manager. In the Text field
below, add text to be part of the naming
rule and click the arrow to move it into
the Selected Elements. Name the
Package this way. Click on Save to
save changes. Click Cancel to cancel
the changes.
To change the order of the Selected
Elements highlight and click Up or
Down.
To delete fields, highlight and click on
Delete.

Last technical update 08/21/20
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Product Naming Rules
The Product Naming Rule works in
the same way. Click on the ellipsis
to the right in the ProDOC Package
Configuration window to open the
Product Naming Rule window, select
Package Fields and click on the arrow
to move fields over to the Selected
Elements box. Click on Save to save
changes.
To change the order of the Selected
Elements highlight and click Up or
Down.
To delete fields, highlight and click on
Delete.

eSign Tab
The eSign tab allows the user to
customize the subject of the email the
member receives when a document
from the specified package is sent
out for eSign. This also allows for
customization of the body of the email.
The eSign Naming Rule setup
screen is setup the same as the
Package Naming Rule screen where
Fields, Tags and Text can be used to
customize the subject.
The eSign Form Order section allows
the institution to customize what order
the forms will be sent to the member
when multiple forms are sent out for
esign. The Up and Down buttons can
be used to change the order of those
fields.
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Folders Tab
Click on the ellipsis to access the following areas.
Holding area for files to be imported into
2020DOC specifies the folder where completed files
are stored until they are transferred or imported into
2020DOC (usually located on a central server).
Backup – temporary redundant storage area:
provides temporary storage while files are being
written to the holding and rotating storage areas
(should be located on the local workstation).
Rotating local storage is the folder that temporarily
stores documents so they can be retrieved locally.
eDOC Innovations recommends this path be
located locally or on a server other than the main
data server. The length of time that documents are
stored in this folder can be set in the ProDoc.ini file.
The setting is: LocalStorage= and the number of
days desired. This goes in the [Setup] section of the
ProDOC.ini.
Pending Areas are folders where documents
are stored until they are completed, e.g. a Loan
Application awaiting signatures. Pending area
setting can be different per workstation.
If using Packages, an area for storing pending
documents, may be defined. Package Storage
Area is the root folder where packages and
submitted documents are stored.
You have the ability of setting up pending areas
that store the documents in SQL instead of files
on the network.
When adding a “New” Pending Area, there is an
option for “Database.”
If that is selected, the pending area is added to
SQL instead of a file path.

Last technical update 08/21/20
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Capture Tab
Path to print files is the location of the folder
where ProDOC looks for files to be processed
and is the most common method to capture
documents. The other three methods: Remote
Monitoring, Capture LPT1, Capture Serial
Port, are used infrequently and must be set up
during installation. If your organization needs
one of these methods, contact our Client Service
Representative for help.
Append User Name to Path is checked if
the user name is to be appended to the print
file path, usually used in terminal services
environments and/or with Receipt Sorter.
Name of print file is the filter for files to be
captured. Files that do not match this filter will
be ignored, usually *.*
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Remote Monitoring
Remote Monitoring, if checked, monitors an
FTP site location for files to capture.
FTP Site is for the URL path.
Directory is where you enter the name of the
Directory on the FTP site to be monitored. If the
FTP site requires a login, a User Name and
Password must be non-blank.

Capture LPT1
Check this box to capture output from the LPT1
printer port. Click the dropdown arrow and select
the name of the printer. Enter the file name.

Capture Serial Port
Check the Capture Serial Port box to capture
output from a serial port.
Click the dropdown and select the desired:
Port - Baud Rate - Data Bits - Parity - Stop Bits
Check the desired Flow control.

Add forms to eDOCSignature Packages
You can add a form to an eDOCSignature package and auto-populate the signer roles. From the Capture screen, add the
information and select eSign.

Last technical update 08/21/20
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This will open the Signer Information window. Check the box to Add to eDS package.

Select your package from the dropdown.
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ProDOC auto-populates the signer information from the eDOCSignature package.

Receipts Tab
Click the Receipts tab in the ProDOC Setup
window to modify the way the receipt is captured
or output.
Click on Set Up Receipt Display to open the
ProDOC Form Definition – Receipt window
where users can specify receipt signature
location/s and areas to OCR. (See the Set Up
Receipt Display section following.)
Check Underline Signatures to add an
underline to the signature area.

Last technical update 08/21/20
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Set Up Receipt Display
The first time this window is opened in the
application, an Open window will display all
forms available. This allows the user to choose
which receipt (form) to use as the template
for drawing the signature box or capturing the
index information via the OCR. All other times,
clicking on the button will open the last form
that was displayed.

The receipt will appear in the ProDOC Form
Definition - Receipt window.

On the Receipts header:
Form displays the Open window to locate a
receipt template.
Sig allows the user to define an area for
Signature.
OCR allows the user to define an area for
Optical Character Recognition by clicking
and dragging the mouse to form a box on the
displayed page. (See Appendix B for more
information on OCR.)
The hand allows the user to move around the
displayed page.
The movement arrows allow the user to go to
the beginning of a document, go back a page,
go forward a page, or go to end of document.

CCOOLIDGE

Right click on image for
display size pop-up

Refresh reloads the document and displays the
changes that have been made.
Close exits the window and returns the user to
the Setup | Receipts tab.

Signature box
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Signature Setup
To set up a signature box on a form, click the Sig button, then click where the box is to start. While holding the left mouse
button down, drag the mouse diagonally across the screen to where the box is to end.
The size of the default signature block is set in the ProDoc.ini file, i.e. below.
; Appearance
SignatureWidth=360 these values are in pixels
SignatureHeight=110
*NOTE: Signature boxes can be resized at any time after they are created.

Signature Option
To access the signature option menu,
right click the signature box. To
require a signature, select Required.
To delete a signature box, select the
Delete option. To rotate the signature
when capturing select the Rotate
option. The eSignID and eSignType
options are to modify the eSign options
on the signature.

Destination
If connected to the central database,
the Index Table dropdown will contain
valid table names. Select the table for
receipts. If no database connection is
available, contact EDI for assistance.
Table names are case sensitive.

Last technical update 08/21/20
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Printing
Enter the width of the paper in inches.
Check Print After Signing to print the
receipt embedded with the customer’s
signature.
Check Print logo (WATERMARK.*)
to print a logo on the receipt. Contact
EDI to set up this option.
X and Y are the horizontal (X) and vertical (Y) axes. The top left corner of the paper is X = 0, Y = 0. Measure down the
paper from that point and enter the number of inches down the page (Y axis) where the logo will print. Measure the
number of inches across the page (X axis) where the logo will print. Enter these values in the appropriate boxes. In the
example shown, the watermark logo will appear 2 inches across and 3 inches down the page.
*NOTE: The logo graphic is named WATERMARK* and must be located in the private directory.
Cash Tracker
Check Show Cash Tracker at Startup
to display the cash tracker window upon
opening receipts. The default setting for
opening Cash Tracker is determined by the
institution at setup, but a user can force Cash
Tracker to open on demand by checking the
Cash Tracker box in the Signature Capture
window.
The Cash Tracker is an electronic calculator
that can be used as a research tool to track
money brought in and taken out at the teller
line and works in addition to a register tape.
The information will append to the receipt
without being visual on the receipt or the
screen and will allow users to search the
database later if needed.
To close the Cash Tracker window, click
Close.
Text Drawing
Enter pixels values for margins and minimum
page height to use when converting text files
to images.
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Receipts Index Tab
The Receipts Index tab allows the user
to define areas in text receipts to retrieve
account information.
Check Driver uses Unicode if the receipts
are printed by a printer driver that uses
Unicode.
Search for Primary Index (Optional)
Set up Primary Index to find information such
as Account Number, Name, etc. in text files.
In Search for Text, enter the text to search
in ProDOC, or Use X,Y location to find the
location of the account number.
Enter the Line Number on the receipt where
the account number is located.
Enter the number of lines to Look Down if no
information is found on the line.
Enter the number of the Start Column where
the account number begins.

After selecting the mode for finding the account number, finish configuring the section by selecting from the following.
Enter the number of characters to Save the next __ characters after finding account number. Be sure to include enough
characters to account for any spaces displayed before the account number.
Check Remove leading zero’s if there are leading zeros that need to be removed that are printed as part of the account
number.
Check Allow Dashes if the account number printed on the receipt contains any dashes.
Check Remove Dashes if dashes found in the account number are to be removed.
Check Terminate at first alpha to terminate capture of the account number when an alpha character is encountered.
Check Terminate after last dash to terminate capture of the account number when the last dash is encountered.

Last technical update 08/21/20
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Set Primary Index Masking
Click Set Primary Index Masking to open the Field Masking
window where you can define the specific mask parameters for the
Primary Index. After you have entered all the values, click OK to
save the mask. Click Cancel to cancel the settings.
Enter the Form Name to the mask being applied.
Mask using a key value
Enter a key value and the start and end columns between. Enter
the number of lines above or below the key value line. Enter the
beginning and ending columns to the mask being applied.
Mask values within a zone
Enter the beginning and ending columns to the mask being
applied. Enter the beginning and ending row numbers, or enter
the beginning row number and define a string that is not to be
found between the specified beginning and ending columns.
Mask any text that matches the primary index value
Enter number of unmasked characters at the end of the primary
index value and enter the character that would end the mask.
Note: Masking is only available on text based receipts.
Search for Secondary Index (Optional)
Set up Secondary Index options to find information such as a Teller ID in text files.
In Search for Text, enter the text to search in ProDOC, or Use X,Y location to find the location of the account number.
Enter the Line Number on the receipt where the secondary index information is located.
Enter the number of lines to Look Down if no information is found.
Enter the number of the Column where the secondary index information begins.
After selecting the mode for finding the secondary index information, finish configuring the section.
Enter the number of characters to Save the next __ characters after finding account number.
In Field Name, enter the name of the 2020DOC index field where the secondary information is stored.
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Forms Tab
For every form that needs to be printed by
ProDOC Forms, there must be a corresponding
form set up in ProDOC. For extensive detail
using Forms Configuration, refer to the next
section.
Some settings need to be selected before
setting up a form. To select these settings, click
the Forms tab in the ProDOC Setup window.
Check Select Form After Display to select the
form type after capturing the document.
Check Print After Signing to print the
document after the signature has been applied
on the ProDOC capture window.
Click the dropdown arrow on Default Form to
display the saved forms list and select the form
to be used as the default. (Program default is
*Last Selected.)

Upload Forms to eDOCSignature
In the Forms tab setup window and you will notice the Upload All Forms
To eDOCSignature. Click on this button will upload all the indexing
information from the institutions ProDoc.def for all configured forms. This
is the indexing information for the indices tab in eDOCSignature. When
you click the Upload all Forms To eDOCSignature, a confirmation will
open. Click Yes to upload the file.
If you modify a single form and make any changes, you will be prompted
to upload that single form's changes and receive this message. Click
Yes to upload.

Update from Master
The Update from Master options control the index table information used for auto-populating the index information.
Click the Table dropdown arrow to display the list of index tables available. Select the table to be used for auto-populating
the index information.
Click the Key Field dropdown arrow to display the list of key fields available. Select the key field to be used as the
“trigger” for auto-populating in ProDOC Forms.
Ensure the text window displays the correct Database Host – SQL server IP address, or name.
Click the Table Index dropdown arrow to select the table index to be used. eDOC Innovations recommends using the default
of PRIMARY.

Last technical update 08/21/20
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Forms
The Forms box contains a list of forms that have
been set up.
+Add allows user to add a new form. Browse to the
template previously saved and open.
Modify opens the form selected in Forms and allows
the user to make changes to that form.
Rename allows the user to rename the form selected
in Forms.
Delete allows the user to delete the form selected in
Forms.
Copy opens Copy Form - New Form Name where a
user can enter a new name and select which fields
from the existing form to copy into the new form.
Scan Opts open the Automatic Image Cleanup
Options window where users can change the default
values for the form selected.
Automatic Image Cleanup Options
To override the default settings, select a form
from the list and click the Scan Opts button. For
examples, to set cleanup options for receipts, select
Receipt as the form type and press the Scan Opts
button.
Automatically Clean Scanned Images if checked,
means that any image that is scanned or imported
into ProDOC will have the selected image cleanup
options applied automatically.
Resize Image will resize the image by pixel width
while retaining the aspect ratio of the original image.
Resize does not take into account the DPI of the
image, only the width in pixels.
Change color to grayscale will reduce the
colorspace of the image to grayscale. This option can
be used to reduce the file size of the image while still
retaining the visual quality.
Force Black and White converts the image to
monochrome, a two color, black and white. This
option is good for reducing the file size of black and
white forms and other documents that are text only.
Force Cleaned Image if selected, the user must
either accept the cleaned image as processed or rescan/reimport the image.
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Allow User Undo if selected, the user will be able to undo certain image cleanup options during the image
confirmation verification.
Black Color Fuzz Factor is used by several of the image cleanup options to determine how close to pure black a
pixel must be before it is considered black. Higher values mean more pixels will be considered black.
Minimum Height / Minimum Width are used by the Border Removal and Deskew transformations to determine if they
can be safely executed. If the image is less than the minimum height or width as specified in inches, the transformations
will not be applied. The image size is determined by dividing the pixel width or height by the DPI of the image. For
example, a 200×100 pixel image at 100 DPI would be 2"x1" if printed.
Force File Size Limits, if selected, the final output image file will be checked for size after all other transformations have
been completed. If the image is above the File Size Hard Limit, specified in MB, an error message will be displayed and
the user will not be allowed to save the image. If the file size is less than the hard limit, but greater than the File Size Soft
Limit, a warning message will be displayed suggesting that the user re-scan/re-import the image with different settings to
reduce the size of the image. The user will still be allowed to save the image as-is if it is above the soft limit, but
below the hard limit.
Adjust Resolution will re-sample the image at a lower DPI, reducing the file size (and quality) of the image. The
adjustment will only be performed if the DPI is greater than the Resolution Threshold.
Remove Black Border will do a basic black border removal of a document.
Perform Advanced Border Removal uses an advanced algorithm to more completely remove any black border found
around and image. It is slower, but more thorough than the basic border removal option.
Deskew Image will adjust an image that has been scanned on an angle.
Note: After each image cleanup transformation, the image is checked for minimal size. If the image would print as
less than 1"x1" (the pixel width or height divided by the DPI), the transformation will be undone and skipped. Not all
transformations are run for all image formats.

Setting up and adding a Form
Click + Add to display the form templates directory.
From the directory, select the form template to be
used and click Open. This will open the ProDOC
Form Definition window.
Form template should already be created and saved
as a TIF file, if not see the Capturing the Template
(page 25).

Last technical update 08/21/20
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In the ProDOC Form Definition window:
The Form Name box is where a user specifies the
form name.
Select the document table from the dropdown in
Store Index Information in Table.
The check boxes are optional. Check them only as
needed.
Clicking Update Fields From Table will update the
field list with the fields in the SQL table.

Clicking on Update Fields From Table will display a
warning if editing an existing form that has additional
fields that were added manually.
Click NO to keep any manually added fields.
Click Yes to replace all fields with the fields from the
table.
Click Cancel to cancel the update.
The ProDOC Form Definition window is populated
with the field data that is contained in the table that
was selected from Store Index Information in
Table.
Each function (Add, Edit, Delete, Move Up and Move
Down) can be performed on the Fields in the ProDOC
Form Definition window.
To edit a field, select the field and click Edit.
To add a new field, click Add.

The Field Definition window for the selected field will
open and display all of the elements of that field that
can be edited/added.
Click Save to preserve changes that are made or
Cancel to exit without saving.
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Add or edit the Name and Label fields.
Data Type is a dropdown list of each data type
that is available for the field that was selected/
created. Select the appropriate type for this field.
If this field is mandatory, check the Required box.
Size – Enter the length of the field.
Precision – Enter the number of places to the
right of the decimal point you want the field
calculated to. For example if you want just a
whole number, enter 0. If you want to calculate to
hundredths, as in currency, enter 2. (Precision is
only used with Decimal, Real, and Double Data
Types.)

Field Type is a dropdown list of each field type
that is available for the field that was selected.
Select the type appropriate for the field.

Field Mask will allow the user to specify a
particular mask for a field. An example of this
would be to add dashes in an SSN field.
Click on the ellipses to open the Input Mask
Editor.

In the Input Mask Editor window, select a mask
from the Sample Masks field.
The Input Mask box will display the codes for
that mask.
The Test Input box allows the user to enter
sample field data.
The Actual Text Value box will display the data
entered in the Test Input box in the exact way the
data will appear with the mask.

Last technical update 08/21/20
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If a user needs help with designing an
input mask, click the question mark and
online help will appear in a text box in the
lower part of the window. Additionally the
help is documented in the Field Masks
and Calculations section of this manual.

The Calculation field allows a user to populate a field by using formulas with other field data. For example, billing dates
are frequently calculated fields.
Click the question mark to open the online Calculated Field Help text box.
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Clicking on Quick Test in the Form Definition box
displays the Quick Test window for the form selected.
Clicking Test Field Validation will check to see if the
form can receive data and save it to its associated
database.
If any of the fields are required fields, they will have
an asterisk. Data must be entered into all fields with
an asterisk.
Click Close to exit the window.
If the fields passed the Quick Test, a Field validation
passed dialog displays. Click OK to close the dialog.

Setting Up a Field Draw
The ProDOC Field Draw feature is used for filling out forms on the fly. Generally forms are sent to ProDOC from the data
processing system, or a 3rd party application needing signatures to finalize them. The field draw feature in ProDOC allows
a blank form to be sent to, or loaded directly from, ProDOC and then filled out within the ProDOC application. Items such
as account numbers, names, social security numbers, loan amounts, payment amounts and dates, and even boxes that
need to be ‘checked’ all can be handled by the ProDOC field draw feature.
Right click the ProDOC icon in the system tray and
choose Setup | Forms.
Click on any form that field draw fields need to be
modified or created and then click the Modify button.

Last technical update 08/21/20
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The light gray boxes signify a signature
box.
The dark gray boxes are for field draw
fields.
The blue boxes are the new field draw
fields that are filled in on the form.
The fields will not allow text to overflow
the box so make sure the box fills the
entire space where text is to be written.
Create the field draw field by clicking the
FIELD button then drawing the field on
the form where it should be placed.

To modify any field already created, right
click the field and select Edit. To delete
the field select Delete.

Once the field is created, the Field Draw
Zone window will open where changes
can be made to the formatting. Checking
the Fillable Field box will modify the field
and turn it blue in color on the document.
Click OK to type into the field.
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The order the fields are tabbed
through is determined by the settings
in the setup of that field in the Field
Draw Zone window.

Capturing the Template
The first step in using the ProDOC field draw feature is to create a table in 2020DOC with the fields that will be filled out
on the form. See the 2020DOC Administration Guide for information on creating tables in 2020DOC. (If additional fields
are desired to be on the form, they can be added manually. Information placed in the manually added fields will either be
placed in the notes field of the table or dropped in depending on the ProDOC settings.
Once the desired storage table and fields have been created in 2020DOC, the ‘blank’ form must be captured by ProDOC
and then saved as a template. This template will be used to position signature boxes as well as the fields to be filled out.

Log in to ProDOC as an administrator.
Print the form that needs to be captured
to the ProDOC printer.
The form will open in the Signature
Capture window. Right click on the
image to save the image as a template.

Last technical update 08/21/20
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Save the new template in the form
template location set up at your institution.
Generally it is RDI\Reed\Control\
Graphics\Templates on the data server.
Note: When opening the newly created
form, the form will default to the location
where the template was originally saved.

Signature Element Dependencies
You can make a signature box available, based on an activated checkbox. Select the form and click Modify.
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Create an eSign checkbox that uses the signer ID that you want on the signature box and create a signature box. Right
click on the signature box to open the Customer Signature box. In the Dependency section click the dropdown under
Enable signature element when and select a value from the has the following value dropdown. Click Save.

If the signer checks the box
for Yes (in this example), the
signature box appears(below),
prompting them to sign.

Last technical update 08/21/20
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Cameras Tab
The Camera tab will only appear if the Camera
Option has been purchased as part of the ProDOC
product.
The default is set at None. However, if you have
purchased the Camera option as part of the ProDOC
package, this tab will allow for the configuration of one
or more cameras. The camera allows the user to take
pictures that then can be inserted into documents.
If Digital Sprite Multiplexed IP Camera is selected,
the window to the right will appear.
IP Address is the location of the network path of the
camera.
The Name column is where the name (location) of
the camera is entered.
The Camera Number column is where the user
inserts the number of the camera as it is referenced
in the network.
Skip Frames (on a very slow network) is where
the user inserts a number of frames to be skipped if
the camera is stuttering. Refer to the camera’s user
manual for specifics.
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If Axis Direct IP Camera is selected, this window
will appear.
URL is the location of the network path of the camera.

Verify Tab
The information in the Verify tab is used to
retrieve documents from the documentation
system.
In the Key Field Name, enter the parameter to
be used in the search (usually Account).
Click the 2020DOC Predefined Search
Name dropdown arrow to display the list of
Predefined Search Names (created and saved
in 2020DOC). Select the search to be used.
Click the 2020DOC Executable Folder ellipses
and browse to the 2020DOC Executable Folder
to be used: Or enter the URL to 2020iDOC CGI –
Bin Directory.
Click the Encryption Type dropdown to display
the Encryption Type list. Select the type to
be used. This needs to match your server
encryption.
Click the Encryption Key Name dropdown to
display the Encryption Key Name list. Select the
key name to be used.

Last technical update 08/21/20
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Edit Keys
Click Edit Keys to open the Web Hand-Off
Keys window. These keys are used to store
your encryption information.
Enter the Key Name that is being used.
Enter the Key that corresponds to the Key
Name entered. Depending on the encryption
method this is either 16 (DES or 1DES) or 48
(3DES) HEX characters (0 .. 9, A … F).
Save and Exit preserves the data and exits
back to ProDOC.
Reset clears the highlighted entry to start over.
Cancel exits the Web Hand-Off Keys screen
without saving.

Upload
Upload checks ProDOC’s backup system on the computer to see if any files are there. If files are there, Upload will send
them to the server. Upload is for instances where network activity has been dropped or the user has worked off line.
ProDOC will send the item for processing once the Upload button has been selected or ProDOC is exited. When files are
uploading, a progress bar will display indicating the status of the files.

Reload Form Definitions
Reload Form Definitions reloads the settings on the computer from the central ProDOC .def file on the server, which
houses every configuration and setting for every form. Reload Form Definitions refreshes the local copy of files without
restarting ProDOC. The administrator will advise staff when to perform this function.

Create
Create produces a document using a
stored template. Clicking on Create opens
the Document Selector window where
users can pick a document from their
configured forms in ProDOC.
If Receipt Image is selected in the Print
data received. Choose from type: the
Cash Tracker window will open if it has
been checked on the Setup | Receipt tab.
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The Signature Capture window is where
data details of the document/package
are to be entered. Scanning may also be
accomplished from this page.

User will open the Login User window to save the image
as a different user (requires re-login). If this screen is
canceled, the program will close.

Print allows printing and saving of scanned document.
Clicking on the ellipsis next to print will open the Print
Options window. Select options and click OK.

Pending sends the document to a pending area for later
retrieval and saving. Select the area from the dropdown
where the document is to be sent.

Cancel opens a Confirm dialog window. Yes exits the create function without saving the document. No returns user to
the Signature Capture window.

Last technical update 08/21/20
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Scan
Scan opens the Signature Capture
window where scanning is performed. This
window will open with a warning that the
user must identify a Form Name in the box
above.
Choosing a Form Name from the
dropdown will open data fields in the
left column. These data fields listed will
depend on the type of form selected. As
much information as known should be
entered into these boxes.
Any document, such as driver’s license,
insurance card, etc., can be scanned into
ProDOC. Documents may be scanned as
an additional page of a captured form, or
as an independent document.
If the new documents being scanned
are part of an existing package, be sure
to select the package from the Add the
document to package section. (This
function requires Packages add-on).

Click Scan Options. This opens the
Scanning Options window.
Click Select Scanner to display a list of
installed scanners.
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The Twain driver is used for scanning document.
The Show scanner setting dialog will open the settings dialog box upon clicking okay.
Override scanner settings will take the settings specified in that dialog and make them the default settings when
scanning with the scanner selected.
DPI stands for Dots Per Inch and is the resolution of the scan output. eDOC Innovations recommends a DPI of 200.
Mode offers scan color options: Black and White, Grayscale or Color
Scan Duplex will scan front and back of document (Duplex scanner required).
Invert Image will turn the image if it was scanned in upside down.
Choose the scanner from the dropdown window. Each scanner will have its own settings page. Refer to the scanner’s
user manual for explanation and use of settings.

This is the scanner interface for the EcoScan i4s
scanner. The R button with arrows repeats the last
scan. The other buttons can be customized per user
on each computer. Right clicking the button opens a
dialog to change the default settings for that button.
Highlighting the mouse over any of the buttons
without clicking will show the current settings for that
button.

Last technical update 08/21/20
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eDOC Innovations recommended settings for Business Card size document such as IDs are Color (or Grayscale) and 100
DPI with Business card in the Scan Size.

Custom settings also can be used. If the Override scanner settings option was checked in the Scanning Options window
the default uses those settings. The settings not specified in the default settings will be the last used settings. eDOC
Innovations does not initialize any settings except for the ones in the override box and only if the check box is used.
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Once Scan is selected, the scanning window will open as it is scanning the page.

When the scan is complete, the document will appear in the Signature Capture. The data fields also can be filled in at
this time. The buttons that appear at the top of the window modify the newly scanned document. Rotate Left will rotate
the document to the left. Flip Vertical will flip it a 180 degrees. Rotate Right will rotate the document to the right. Delete
Page will delete the page on the screen so it can be rescanned or removed. Add Fillable Field will allow the user to add
a field to type text into the newly scanned document.

Last technical update 08/21/20
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Import File
In addition to scanning images, you also may import file from other applications directly into ProDOC from your file system
or from inside the ProDOC (TIFF, .png, .gif, .jpeg, .bmp, and .pdf formats supported). Following are three ways to import
files into ProDOC.

1. Drag a document directly into your ProDOC icon and it will open ProDOC and display the document automatically!

2. Locate and highlight the document you wish to
import into ProDOC. Right click on your mouse
to open the action pane and select Send to.
From the submenu, choose ProDOC. This will
open ProDOC and display the document.
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3. If you are already in ProDOC, click on Import File. This will open your file systems. Browse to the document you want
to import and double click on it.

When the import is complete, the document will appear in the Signature Capture window where the data fields can
be filled in at this time. The buttons that appears at the top of the window allow the user to modify the newly imported
document.

Rotate Left will rotate the
document to the left.
Flip Vertical will flip the
document 180 degrees.
Rotate Right will rotate the
document to the right.
Delete Page will delete the
page on the screen so it can
be rescanned or removed.
The Add Fillable Field option
will allow the user to add a
field to type text into the newly
scanned document (see
Fillable Forms).

Last technical update 08/21/20
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Load Pending
Load Pending opens the Select Pending
Area window. This is another function that
allows users to work on documents that are
in process. If the information in a form is
incomplete, users can put it into a pending
area. From the dropdown menu, select the
area where the pending file resides. This will
open the Load Pending Document.

For example, if you do not have all the
necessary signatures for the Credit Union
Note and Disclosure and have put the
document in pending, you can double click
on the item or highlight the item and click
on Load to open the document in its current
status.
The package name has an “All” category,
allowing you to search throughout all
packages. Your search can include data from
form, created by, created on, comment, and
account fields. In the Filter Results box, type
your search criteria. The results filter as you
type. Matches for the text are displayed Filter
Results. This feature is turned Off by default.
Contact an eDOC Client Service Rep to
make your Pending searches quick and easy.

Packages
Packages is an add-on feature of ProDOC that defines sets of documents used in a business process and facilitates the
exchange of data between those documents. This helps users complete the process successfully by guiding the member
or customer through the creation of required and optional documents, and reduces the work necessary to complete
the documents because data filled in one document automatically transfers to subsequent documents. Packages also
supports interfaces with third-party tools to provide advanced services, such as electronic document signing or automatic
loan decision making. An overview on how to navigate in packages is presented later in this manual.
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eSign Settings
In the Signer Information window, enter the information for each person who will be receiving documents to be signed
via eDOCSignature. Signer 1 will always be included. Check or uncheck the Include Signer on the left for signers who do
or do not need to sign electronically.
Check Force signer to use the name below a signature to ensure the signer's signature will match the name
designated in the name field. When the signer goes to sign their signature to the document, the signer will be forced to
used this name and not an abbreviated version.
Check or uncheck the Signature boxes to include on the right. In the case of the captured form on page 4, PreAuthorization Expense Form, signers include the employee and a manager’s signature for completion.
Clicking on Generate Authorization Code will randomly select a six digit authorization code for signers and automatically
update the code in the Auth Code box. Your organization will decide how your want to distribute authorization codes:
via an automatic email or a personal phone call. If a personal phone call is your organization’s preference, the automatic
email function can be shut off.
If the Use personal data verification box is checked, the signer’s identy will be verfied by a third service. To sign
up for this service, contact an eDOC Client Service Representative.
The Ready for Sign Now button instantly places your document into an eSign status, quickly preparing the
document for in-person signing. For more information on this process, see the ProDOC – In-Person Signing
manual.

Last technical update 08/21/20
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Saved Documents
Saved Documents opens the View
Saved Documents window which
allows the user to view and print saved
documents for the previous seven days on
the workstation they were created on.

Double-clicking on a form opens the View
Document window and displays the
selected document.

Change Password
Change Password opens the Change
User Password window to allow the
logged-in user to change their password.
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Edit Users and Groups
Users and Groups are administrative tasks that allow or deny available permission to users and groups. All eDOC
Innovations’ programs use a common security module, which allows for the creation of users and groups within the
programs. To be able to do this, the user must have permissions to edit users and groups. When the software is initially
installed, eDOC Innovations creates a group called Administrators. All other groups that are required will need to be
created by the client.
Click on the Edit Users and Groups from the ProDOC Menu. This will display the Users and Groups window. If this
menu item is not visible to the user, that user does not have permission to perform this task. The Control ID is where the
permissions are being granted. Only the Control IDs that the current user has permission in will be visible in the list.

Edit Password Rules
Edit Password Rules from the Users and
Groups window will modify the rules and
requirements for passwords.

Add Users and Groups
To add Users make sure the User tab
is selected. Click Add from Users and
Groups. Add the User Name, Password and
Expiration Date. Click Add User.

Last technical update 08/21/20
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Assign Permissions to a User
Before assigning permissions to a user and assigning the user to a group, make sure the User tab is highlighted and the
correct user name appears in the User Name box.
To Allow, Deny or Remove a permission, highlight the permission in the Available Permissions box then click Allow, Deny
or Remove.

Assign a User to a Group
To add a user to a group, make sure the User tab is highlighted and the correct name appears in the User Name
box. Highlight the Available Permissions to be granted and click the right facing arrow to move it over to the Group
Permissions. Clicking the left facing arrow will remove the user from the highlighted group.
Once changes are completed, click Save to preserve selections. Click Close to exit the window. If you try to close the
window before saving your selections, the software will prompt you to save through an information window.

Add a Group
Before assigning permissions to a group and assigning a group to a group, make sure the Group tab is open. Click Add.
The Add Group window will open. Add the new group’s name, click OK. A new, unique group ID will display. Click OK.
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The Add a Description of New Group
window will open. If adding a group
representing an outside organization, enter
a name that describes the new group from
the dropdown list. Click OK.

Assign Permissions to a Group
Adding a Group is performed in the same manner as adding a User. If using Active Directory Integration see next
section. Make sure the Group name appears in the Group text box. Highlight the Available Permissions to be added
and click on the right facing arrow. To move all permissions click on the double right facing arrow. To remove permissions
use the left facing arrow or double facing arrow to remove all permissions.
Once permissions have been added and the group is a member of a group, click Save to preserve selections. Click Close
to exit the window. If you try to close the window before saving your selections, the software will prompt you to save
through an information window.

Build Audit Report
The Build Audit Report tab, next to the
Edit Password Rules tab, opens the Save
As window that will document and save
all Users and Groups and their assigned
permissions. The default location of the
Audit Report is the application’s private
directory.

Import
The window selections for File-Based
Security are the same as for SQL-Based
Security except File-Based Security does
not have an Import tab nor a Group Type
text box.

Converting Between File- and SQLBased Security
The import tab is an eDOC support
administrative tab. For questions or
assistance with this tab, please contact eDOC
Innovations Client Services.

Last technical update 08/21/20
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ACTIVE DIRECTORY INTEGRATION
Active Directory allows DocLogic applications to authenticate users based on Microsoft Active Directory group
membership, by bypassing the normal username/password login. It works by matching Active Directory groups, which
the user is a member of, to groups defined in the eDOC security system. If a match is found, the user is logged in
automatically and assigned permissions they normally have, plus any permissions pertaining to the Active Directory
groups they belong to.
To bypass Active Directory login and get the standard login dialog, press and hold the “Ctrl” key within ½ second of
launching the application. NOTE: The login dialog may be behind other windows, so check the task bar if it is not visible.
In desktop applications, while the Active Directory login is taking place, the following message is displayed:

ProDOC

Active Directory will work for either a single institution or for service center operations. The difference for desktop
applications in service center mode is that the user must already exist in the eDOC system to be logged in using Active
Directory. Otherwise (in single-institution desktop applications or logging in to 2020iDOC using iDocLnk), if the user does
not exist, a new user is created. The newly-created user has a randomly generated password and no permissions or
group memberships permanently assigned, so no one can directly log in to that account. When used in an Active Directory
login, however, the user is temporarily assigned the permissions from the Active Directory group(s) they belong to. The
screen shot below shows a user automatically created by an Active Directory login. Note that it has no permissions or
group memberships, and the description is “Created from Active Directory login”.

When any user logged in by Active Directory is within the warning period for password expiration, the password is
automatically renewed 30 days at a time. Since permissions are only temporarily assigned, there is no requirement to
maintain Active Directory-created users on the eDOC side. Only the Active Directory groups need to be created and
maintained in the eDOC system.
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Active Directory-created users can be converted to regular users by editing them in the common security dialog. The
password can be changed to a known value and additional permissions and group memberships can be assigned.

Active Directory Activation
For Active Directory-enabled applications, this feature is controlled in RDI.INI with the following setting:
[User]
ActiveDirectory=Y
If this setting is present in the RDI.INI file for desktop applications, the Active Directory tab will appear in the common
security dialog.
It is disabled by default or to disable set setting to ActiveDirectory=N

Active Directory User Maintenance Tab
The common security dialog now has a tab for performing mass maintenance of Active Directory users. In order for the tab
to be visible, the [User] Active Directory setting must be in the application’s RDI.ini file (the value Y or N does not matter).

When the dialog appears, it may take several seconds for the list to populate. The status bar at the bottom will show the
percent complete as the load occurs. The dialog has four buttons:
Refresh – Reloads the list.
Select All – Selects all rows in the list.
Delete Selected non-AD users – Removes all users from the eDOC system that are not Active Directory users. One or
more items must be selected to enable this button.
Add Selected AD Users – Creates an eDOC user for each Active Directory user that is not already in the eDOC system.
One or more items must be selected to enable this button.

Last technical update 08/21/20
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About ProDOC
About ProDOC opens the program’s splash
screen which includes License Name, Expiration
Date, Product Version and Compile Date. This
is important information to have when making a
support call to eDOC Innovations.

Log off
Log off logs-off the current user and opens the login window for a new user to login.

Exit
Exit closes the ProDOC program.
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USING PACKAGES
Clicking Packages on the ProDOC menu will display the Package Manager window. In this window the user will be able to
view and edit the packages that are in the system.

ProDOC Package Configuration
The icon seen in the Package Manager window on the
top left of the screen will send a user to the Package
Configuration screens with three tabs: General,
Package Type and eSign, as reviewed on page 8-9.
These tabs also can be accessed through the Display
Options from the Setup tab in the Main Menu pop-up.

Package Action Buttons

New
If ProDOC is configured for more than one retailer, the
Select a Retailer dialog will appear. Choose the retailer
that is creating the package from the dropdown list.
Clicking OK opens the Select Package Type window.
The Select Package Type window allows the user
to select the type of package being created. Clicking
OK creates the package and opens the Edit Package
window.

Last technical update 08/21/20
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The Edit Package window will open and auto-populate any information already entered into the ProDOC Signature
Capture window (Account, First and Last name, etc.). Verify all required data is correct. Enter Product details, if required,
based on the institution’s use of the Product field. Click OK.
Renew button will reset package or product information to the default settings.
Clicking Reload repopulates the window with the data that is currently in the database.
Clicking Cancel closes the Edit Package window and returns the user to the Package Manager window without saving
changes.
Clicking OK saves the data entered and closes the Edit Package window returning the user to the Package Manager
window.

Close Out
Clicking Close Out allows the user to close the current package
with the selected status. If operating in remote mode, closing
out a package will remove all associated documents from local
storage.
If the customer wants to cancel the transaction at any time,
the package can be canceled by highlighting the package and
clicking on Close Out. Select Canceled - Discontinued by
customer.
If the application is rejected by the institution, highlight
the package and click Close out and select Declined Discontinued by institution.
A package can be reopened by highlighting the package and
clicking Close Out again. A confirmation window will open to
ask if you are sure you want to change the status of a closed
package? Click Yes. The Close Out window will reopen where
the user can select Open- Re-open the package. The package
will return to its status prior to closing, rejecting or canceling.
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Delete

Clicking Delete allows the user to remove the current package and remove all associated documents from local storage.

eSign

Clicking eSign submits all documents that have a Rdy eSign status to the eSign service (covered later in this manual).

Cancel eSign

Clicking Cancel eSign cancels the eSign process for all documents in the current package that are out for electronic
signature (eSign status).

Refresh

Recalculates the status of all packages. This may take several minutes if a large number of packages are in the system.
The cursor will change to an hourglass while this is in progress.

Close

Exits the Package Manager window.

Package Document Buttons
Depending on the status of the package and the package documents, only the buttons that correspond with the status will
be highlighted for use.

Last technical update 08/21/20
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View/Load
Clicking View/Load opens the
highlighted document in the View
Document window.
If the document is in pending status,
it is loaded into ProDOC for further
processing.

Create
Highlighting a missing document and
click Create to create the document
and add it to the package. This will
open the Signature Capture window.
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Scan
Select a missing document and click
Scan to add the document to the
package.

Add Existing
If there is an existing form in the
database that is needed in the
package, select Add Existing and
query the database.
The Add Existing window will
open the Search/Find Document
window. Narrow the search by
choosing a category in Tables and
selecting Fields. Click Add to include
information into the criteria box. Click
Search.
Clicking on Search executes a search
based on the criteria entered in the
Search window. When the search is
completed, the Select a Document
window displays all documents that
meet the search criteria.
To view the document, click View.
Click Select to add the selected
document to the package.
Click New Search to return to the
search dialog to search again.
Click Cancel to exit without adding any
document.

Last technical update 08/21/20
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Add Other
To add a form that is not in the package,
select, create or scan the document to
populate into the database. Click the
Add Other button to open the Document
Selector window. Select the document
from the dropdown and click OK.

This will load and open the document into
the Signature Capture window. Click
Save or Pending to add the document to
the package.

Request Doc
To request a document from a signer, click the Request Doc button.
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Fill in the information for the request and click Done. If the Send Notification box is unchecked, the request will be sent
with the rest of the package. If you select this box, the request will be sent immediately.

The signer will receive a notification.

Last technical update 08/21/20

When the requested document is uploaded into the
package, indexing for that package is automatically
added to it.
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The package will show the requested document status as Requested. When the signer uploads their requested
documentation, it will be added to the package and the status will change to Saved.

Remove
Clicking Remove displays a Confirm window. Click Yes to delete the document.
After removing the document from the package, another Confirm window will open. Click Yes to remove the document from
the host system, click No to keep it.

Re-Send
The Re-Send button will be lightheaded if an eSign document in the package has been canceled (for whatever reason). Clicking on ReSend will resend the eSign document.

Reload
Reload will reload the status of the documents in the package.

Sync Pending
Sync Pending resyncs pending documents for this package.
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ACCESSING RETURNED SIGNED AND COMPLETED DOCUMENTS
Right click on the ProDOC menu and select Document Signing Status to check the status of the documents. This will
open to the Manage Documents page. The status of documents are color coded: Green means the document has been
completed, yellow means the document is still out for eSign. Clicking on the colored bar will open a dropdown where you
can access the document for review. Click on the icon to the left of the document’s name.

Opening the document from the Manage Document
page will provide the signed document and the
timestamp of the signature in the upper left hand
corner.
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Another way to access audit information for documents sent out for eDOCSignature is via your idocVAULT. Log into
idocVAULT and click the Documents or Images tab and search in the table where the document was stored. From the
list, the signed document can be viewed by just clicking on it. To view the audit information with the signed document, click
on the right arrow. This will change the view to the view you see below.

From this screen, clicking on the arrow icon to the left will open the signed doc with no audit information. Clicking the icon
to the right will open the signed doc with the audit information appended to the end of the document.
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APPENDIX A: FIELD MASKS AND CALCULATIONS
Field Length
This feature allows you to set a specific field length.
[Field_Lengths_<FormName>]
<FieldName>=9
In this example, the <FieldName> field would be limited to 9 characters.

Field Masks
This feature allows you to specify a Mask which will dictate what data can be entered into a field.
[Field_Masks_<FormName>]
<FieldName>=0000\-00\-00;1;_
In this example, the <FieldName> field would only allow the user to enter numeric values in a YYYY-MM-DD format. Mask
options:
Character
!
		
>
		
<
		
<>
		
\
		
L
I
A
a
C
C
0
9
#
:
		
		
/
		
		
;
_
		

Meaning of masks
If an ! character appears in the mask, optional characters are represented in the text as leading blanks. If
an ! character is not present, optional characters are represented in the text as trailing blanks.
If a > character appears in the mask, all characters that follow are in uppercase until the end of the mask
or until a < character is encountered.
If a < character appears in the mask, all characters that follow are in lowercase until the end of the mask
or until a > character is encountered.
If these two characters appear together in a mask, no case checking is done and the data is formatted
with the case the user uses to enter the data.
The character that follows a \ character is a literal character. Use this character to use any of the mask
special characters as a literal in the data.
The L character requires an alphabetic character only in this position. For the US, this is A-Z, a-z.
The l character permits only an alphabetic character in this position, but does not require it.
The A character requires an alphanumeric character only in this position. For the US, this is A-Z, a-z, 0-9.
The a character permits an alphanumeric character in this position, but does not require it.
The C character requires an ASCII character in this position.
The c character permits an ASCII character in this position, but does not require it.
The 0 character requires a numeric character only in this position.
The 9 character permits a numeric character in this position, but does not require it.
The # character permits a numeric character or a plus or minus sign in this position, but does not require it.
The : character is used to separate hours, minutes, and seconds in times. If the character that separates
hours, minutes, and seconds is different in the regional settings of the Control Panel utility on your computer system, that character is used instead.
The / character is used to separate months, days, and years in dates. If the character that separates
months, days, and years is different in the regional settings of the Control Panel utility on your computer
system, that character is used instead.
The ; character is used to separate the three fields of the mask.
The _ character automatically inserts spaces into the text. When the user enters characters in the field,
the cursor skips the _ character.
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Any character that does not appear in the preceding table can appear in the first part of the mask as a literal character.
Literal characters must be matched exactly in the edit control. They are inserted automatically, and the cursor skips
over them during editing. The special mask characters can also appear as literal characters if preceded by a backslash
character (\).
The second field of the mask is a single character that indicates whether literal characters from the mask should be
included as part of the text for the edit control. For example, the mask for a telephone number with area code could be the
following string:
(000)_000-0000;0;*
The 0 in the second field indicates that the Text property for the edit control would consist of the 10 digits that were
entered, rather than the 14 characters that make up the telephone number as it appears in the edit control.
A 0 in the second field indicates that literals should not be included, any other character indicates that they should be
included. The character that indicates whether literals should be included can be changed in the Edit Mask property editor,
or programmatically by changing the MaskNoSave typed constant.
The third field of the mask is the character that appears in the edit control for blanks (characters that have not been
entered). By default, this is the same as the character that stands for literal spaces. The two characters appear the same
in an edit window. However, when a user edits the text in a masked edit control, the cursor selects each blank character in
turn, and skips over the space character.

Calculated Fields
CALCULATED, FunctionName, Argument1, [Argument2], ...., [Format]
Or
CALCULATE_ONCE, FunctionName, Argument1, [Argument2], ...., [Format]
If Calculate_Once is used, the value is only inserted if the field is blank. If Calculated is used, the value is inserted anytime
a field changes.
FunctionNames in the Field Calculator:
YEARS_SINCE - Assumes the argument is a date field, calculates the number of years from that date until today (for
example, getting someone's age from their birthday.
FIELD_JOIN - Assumes x arguments (fields), joins their values with a space in between.
TODAY - Returns today's date in mm/dd/yyyy format.
TOMORROW - Returns tomorrow's date in mm/dd/yyyy format.
YESTERDAY - Returns yesterday's date in mm/dd/yyyy format.
NEXTBILLDATE - Returns billing date in next month.
NEXTBILLDATE15 - if today is before the 15th returns billing date in next month - otherwise returns billing date in the
month after that.
SEQUENCE - Returns a sequential number - stored in the Sequence section inProDoc.def value specified in the
Argument variable.
SET_TO - Returns the value specified in the argument
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EVALUATE - Evaluates an expression. You must use a Format specifier on Evaluated calculations.
The following functions are available:
+, -, *, /: add, subtract, multiply, divide
ABS: absolute value
SQRT: square root
SQR: square
SIN: sine
COS: cosine
ARCTAN: arctangent
LN : natural log
LOG: log (ln(f)/ln(10))
EXP: exponential
FACT: factorial (truncates the argument)
INT: integer (truncate)
MIN: Returns the minimum. Arguments separated by the pipe "|" character
MAX: Returns the maximum. Arguments separated by the pipe "|" character
In order to use other fields as part of the EVALUATE calculation, you must put the field name in curly brackets { }. The
expression evaluator will use the current value of the field in the expression.
Format specifiers have the following form:
"%" [index ":"] ["-"] [width] ["." prec] type
A format specifier begins with a % character. After the % come the following, in this order:
An optional argument zero-offset index specifier (that is, the first item has index 0), [index ":"]
An optional left justification indicator, ["-"]
An optional width specifier, [width]
An optional precision specifier, ["." prec]
The conversion type character, type
The following table summarizes the possible values for type:
d Decimal
The argument must be an integer value. The value is converted to a string of decimal digits. If the 		
format string contains a precision specifier, it indicates that the resulting string must contain at least the specified number
of digits; if the value has less digits, the resulting string is left-padded with zeros.
u

Unsigned decimal. Similar to 'd' but no sign is output.

e Scientific. The argument must be a floating-point value. The value is converted to a string of the form "-d.ddd...
E+ddd” The resulting string starts with a minus sign if the number is negative. One digit always precedes the decimal
point. The total number of digits in the resulting string (including the one before the decimal point) is given by the precision
specifier in the format string - a default precision of 15 is assumed if no precision specifier is present. The "E" exponent
character in the resulting string is always followed by a plus or minus sign and at least three digits.
f Fixed
The argument must be a floating-point value. The value is converted to a string of the form "-ddd.ddd...".
The resulting string starts with a minus sign if the number is negative. The number of digits after the decimal point is given
by the precision specifier in the format string - a default of 2 decimal digits is assumed if no precision specifier is present.
g General
The argument must be a floating-point value. The value is converted to the shortest possible decimal
string using fixed or scientific format. The number of significant digits in the resulting string is given by the precision
specifier in the format string - a default precision of 15 is assumed if no precision specifier is present. Trailing zeros are
removed from the resulting string, and a decimal point appears only if necessary. The resulting string uses fixed point
format if the number of digits to the left of the decimal point in the value is less than or equal to the specified precision,
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and if the value is greater than or equal to 0.00001. Otherwise the resulting string uses scientific format.
n Number
The argument must be a floating-point value. The value is converted to a string of the form "-d,ddd,ddd.
ddd...". The "n" format corresponds to the "f" format, except that the resulting string contains thousand separators.
m Money
The argument must be a floating-point value. The value is converted to a string that represents a currency
amount. The conversion is controlled by the CurrencyString, CurrencyFormat, NegCurrFormat, ThousandSeparator,
DecimalSeparator, and CurrencyDecimals global variables or their equivalent in a TFormatSettings data structure. If the
format string contains a precision specifier, it overrides the value given by the CurrencyDecimals global variable or its
TFormatSettings equivalent.
p Pointer.
The argument must be a pointer value. The value is converted to an 8 character string that represents the
pointers value in hexadecimal.
s String
The argument must be a character, a string, or a PChar value. The string or character is inserted in place
of the format specifier. The precision specifier, if present in the format string, specifies the maximum length of the resulting
string. If the argument is a string that is longer than this maximum, the string is truncated.
x Hexadecimal
The argument must be an integer value. The value is converted to a string of hexadecimal digits.
If the format string contains a precision specifier, it indicates that the resulting string must contain at least the specified
number of digits; if the value has fewer digits, the resulting string is left-padded with zeros.
Conversion characters may be specified in uppercase as well as in lowercase. Both will produce the same results.
Examples:
Calculate_Once,Today
Calculated,Evaluate,{Total_Amount}/{Number_Payments},%f
Calculate_Once,SET_TO,MONDAY
Calculated,YEARS_SINCE,BirthDay
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APPENDIX B: OCR
OCR Form Recognition
This feature can be used to identify a form by using OCR to convert the image to text for recognition. It is most widely
used with source PCL files that ProDOC converts to tif prior to the form capture function.
Once the template of the form has been captured and the form defined in ProDOC, the ProDoc.def file located in the
network control folder will need to be edited to activate this feature. Add the following to the ProDoc.def:
;This section added manually
[Form_ID_Options]
FormIDUseOCR=1
FormIDRegionCount=X ; (X is the number of OCR Regions)
FormIDOCRRegion1=75,75,100,100
FormIDOCRRegion2=1,1,100,100
Multiple FormIDRegions can be configured allowing ProDOC to do the recognition of the form using data from various
regions. Region1 will be ORC’d and an attempt to ID the form based on those results will be made. If no ID can be made
using the results from Region1, Region2 will then be OCR’d and another attempt to ID the form will follow. This will
continue until the form is ID’d or all the Regions have been checked and no match found.
The FormIDOCRRegion values can be adjusted to minimize the time require for ProDOC to perform the OCR thus
speeding up form recognition. The first value represents how far from the top of the form (in percentages) to the top line
of the OCR Box. The second value represents how far from the left margin of the form to the left line of the OCR Box.
The third value represents how far from the top of the form to the bottom line of the OCR Box. The last value represents
how far from the left margin of the form to the right line of the OCR Box. The smaller the box, the less area to OCR and
therefore a faster OCR will result.
Also add the [Form_ID_StringsX] sections. Each OCR region identified above requires its own Form_ID_Strings section:
;This section added and maintained manually
[Form_ID_Strings1]
;Sample Entry: FormName=String of text used to identify the form
Certificate_Of_Deposit=Term Share Certificate of Deposit Account
Credit_Ins_App=CREDIT INSURANCE APPLICATION & SCHEDULE
Receipt=EDI Credit Union
It is not uncommon for the OCR engine to return inconsistent OCR results. To compensate, each form can be configured
with multiple ID Strings. The possible strings are separated by the ~ symbol.
[Form_ID_Strings2]
;Sample Entry: FormName=String of text used to identify the form
BrOps - ATM Capt Log=OOO22~00022
BrOps - ATM Wkly Bal=OOO25~00025
BrOps - Merchant=OOO37~00037
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To identify the OCR results for building the ID strings in the .def file, do the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Capture the form in ProDOC.
While the document capture screen is ACTIVE, browse to the Priv_PDoc directory.
Look for the OCR#.txt file(s). The # will range from 0 up to the number of OCR regions defined.
Example: If FormIDRegionCount=3, there would be an OCR0.txt, OCR1.txt and OCR2.txt file. OCR0.txt corre-		
sponds to Region1, OCR2.txt corresponds to Region2 etc.
Open the desired OCRX.txt file and make note of the OCR result data. Use this output to build the ID Strings for 		
the desired form.

OCR Data Extraction
Once a form has been identified, the OCR
function can be used to extract data from
the form and place it in corresponding index
fields. This feature is configured via the
ProDOC application and does not require
manual editing of the ProDoc.def file.
To define an OCR region on a form, open
the form for editing in ProDOC. Click the
OCR box in the menu bar. Draw a box
around the desired OCR area on the form.
From the OCR Zone window, select the
desired index field from the dropdown.

The options include:
Removing dashes:
2020-0 would index as 20200
Removing Leading Zeros:
0002020 would index as 2020
Specifying a terminating character:
		
If ‘-‘, then 2020-0 would index as 2020
Specifying the type of data the field will contain:
		
None: attempts to correct the OCR results
		
Is Numeric: attempts to ensure all OCR output is numeric only
		
Is Alpha Numeric: attempts to ensure all OCR output is alpha numeric only
Specifying which portions of the area to extract:
		Whole Value:
			
eDOC Innovations, Inc would index as eDOC Innovations, Inc
		Left-Most Word:
			
eDOC Innovations, Inc would index as eDOC
		Left Remainder:
			
eDOC Innovations, Inc would index as eDOC Innovations
		Right Remainder:
			
eDOC Innovations, Inc would index as Innovations, Inc
Multiple boxes can be drawn in the same area of the form to extract things like the members first and last names separately.
Simply overlap the second or third box on the first when drawing, or drag the box to the desired location after drawing.
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APPENDIX C: PERMISSIONS
General Privileges

Change Own Password
Local User

Allow a user to change their own password.
Mark User as a Local User.

General Admin Privileges

View Audit Logs
Edit Groups
Edit Users
Edit User Passwords
View All Databases
Edit Processing Groups
Edit Customers
View Customers
Edit PINs
View PINs
View Secured Accounts
(View Secured Statements)
Assign Control IDs
Manage Keys
Register Client
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Allow a user to view the access and change audit logs.
Allow the user to create, edit, and remove groups.
Allow the user to create, edit, and remove users.
Allows the user to change user passwords.
Allow the user to view ALL information. Overrides all other
document permissions.
Allows user to create, edit, and remove processing groups
Allow the user to add, delete, or change customer records.
Allow the user to view but not change customer records.
Allow the user to edit customer PINs.
Allow the user to view customer PINs and user Passwords.
Allow the user to view secured account data and documents
Ability to assign users to specific control IDs.
Allow user to add, edit, and delete keys.
Allow user to register client machines with the Key Server.
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ProDOC Privileges

ProDOC Process Receipts
ProDOC Process Forms
ProDOC Change Settings
ProDOC Delete Pending
ProDOC Add/Modify Forms
ProDOC Delete Forms
ProDOC Change Form Settings
ProDOC Change Sig Pad Settings
ProDOC Change Scanner Settings
ProDOC Change Printer Settings
ProDOC Add Ad Hoc Controls
ProDOC Form <Form Name>

Allow user to use ProDOC Receipts features.
Allow user to use ProDOC Forms features.
Allow user to edit ProDOC Settings.
Allow user to delete pending documents.
Allow user to add or modify existing forms.
Allow user to delete existing forms.
Allows user to edit form settings.
Allows user to edit signature pad settings.
Allow user to edit scanner settings.
Allow user to edit printer settings.
Allow user to add edit controls to the active document display
Includes the specified form in the ProDOC form selector. This
is a ProDOC Form display filter, not a privilege. It can be overridden by checking the “view all forms” box in the ProDOC
setup dialog. This is a convenience feature so users only have
to see the forms they normally use – useful in large institutions
with lots of forms. Example ‘ProDOC Form TellerReceipt’.

ProDOC Package Privileges

ProDOC View Packages
ProDOC Edit Package
ProDOC Edit All Packages
ProDOC Close Packages
ProDOC Delete Packages
ProDOC Send eSign
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Allow user to access the Package Management dialog in ProDOC.
Allow user to edit their own package data and documents.
Allow user to edit packages created by any user.
Allow user to close out packages.
Allow user to delete packages.
Allow user to send package documents for eSign.
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